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One More Praise 
It’s easy to get caught up in all the 

negativity in life. There are disasters, 

political unrest, economical struggle, wars 

upon wars – not to mention the 

mountains of personal struggle. Am I 

working hard enough? Am I working too 

hard? Am I in shape like I should be? Am I 

worrying too much about being in shape? Am I spending enough time with my 

family? What do I do with this diagnosis, tragedy, broken relationship? The list 

goes on. 

The fact remains that there is plentiful negativity in our world. You don’t 

have to look hard at all to find it. When you ask someone how they’re doing, the 

answer often runs along the lines of tired, busy, and just getting by. It’s true that 

the brokenness in this world is rampant and disheartening. Getting out from the 

heap of disappointment feels impossible sometimes. 

This carries through with the horses. At the ranch, all of our horses 

come to us “secondhand” so to speak. They have various backgrounds, and 

various issues. On bad days, I look at them and occasionally think, “There’s just too much to overcome. This will never 

work out.” Throwing in the towel can seem a more worthwhile option than sticking it out through the mud. This is literal 

of course – retraining horses is no easy task. But it applies widespread metaphorically: ministry is also not easy, nor is 

simply living joyfully. “Getting by” is status quo, isn’t it? 

– – –  2018

Fall sessions begin the first 

week of September! 
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That’s where I think we are wrong. Here’s why: John 16:33 says, “These things I have spoken to you, that in 

Me you may have peace. In this world you will have tribulation; but be of good cheer, for I have overcome 

the world.” Take note of something here: it doesn’t say “just scrape by” or “wallow miserably along”! It says, “Be of 

good cheer!” Be joyful! Live cheerfully! So, we just have to do it, right? Just scrape up the muster to slap a smile on and 

remember that all these worldly shenanigans are going to come to an end at some point. 

Not exactly! There is a bit of work on our part at least. 

This is where a principle taught to me by our fabulous horse 

trainer comes in: a principle called one more praise. Every 

time we work with a horse, she reminds me to always have 

one more praise than correction. As animal trainers and adults 

who work with children, the temptation to only correct bad or 

unwanted behavior is real. Bad behavior is a tangible 

something, and that “something” screams for reaction and 

correction. Good behavior, or wanted reactions, often feel like 

nothing. For example, I notice when my horse is pulling 

against the lead and pawing at the ground, so I do something 

about it. When they’re standing quietly or patiently waiting, it 

doesn’t really feel like anything, so I don’t do anything. 

Granted, sometimes doing nothing is reward enough; but 

when a creature is told no about an action, aren’t there a 

million other actions they could substitute for it? A horse in 

training can often hear “no, no, no, no, no” over and over 

again and leave a training session just as confused as when 

they went in, knowing what not to do but mystified about 

what actually to do. When they keep trying different things, 

some of them are met with a negative reaction, and some are 

met with no reaction at all. Their world becomes a very 

negative place, and they eventually try to stick with the things that at least illicit no reaction. Positivity is long lost, save 

for a scratch or a treat here and there. This principle unfortunately extends to the world of working with children, too: if 

we’re not aware of it, we easily fall into the trap of giving attention to the negative and simply letting the positive be. 

This is where our bit of work comes in: we must notice the positive! Our eyes and senses need to be open and 

aware of the good things that are happening. Yes, it’s hard! When I’m working with a horse that has only stress or fear 

reactions to the presence of people, it’s hard to find something to praise. But I must find it! If I am attempting to make a 

correction to a behavior, even the slightest, most incremental movement towards progress HAS TO be acknowledged 

and praised! When praise happens, a new connection is made between this action and a positive and happy reaction. No 

longer is the poor horse grasping at straws to figure out how to survive this situation. They know what they did was 

good, and they figure out if they do it again, it will still be good! This becomes exponential, and soon the horse seeks out 

ways to “be good” and continue receiving “good”. So what does this have to do with us? By noticing the one small 

positive thing, we’re able to begin a chain of noticing the good and building on it. Praise the good, watch it grow, and let 

the negatives fall away. 

All it takes noticing, and it takes just one more praise. We can make a growing bank of joy in our lives if we make 

a concerted effort to follow up every negative thing with just one more praise. I’m not saying it comes easy, but neither 

did Jesus’ overcoming. He put in the greatest effort offering one more praise. It only follows that we put in some, as 

well. Offset the negative by looking for one small good thing. It may seem trivial and inconsequential, but it works. Not 

only does it work, it’s biblical:  
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Philippians 4:8 “Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, 

whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things 

are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things.” 

It doesn’t make the struggle go away, that’s true. But it is a certain reminder that there is always something to 

be thankful for, and always a reason to give one more praise. 

 

 
 

 

Our kids have been memorizing scriptures each week and 

repeating them to us for treats when they come back. It’s been 

encouraging watching them connect the scriptures to our activities in 

the arena and to things happening in their lives. Sis. Deanna has had 

continued opportunity to pour into the parents and guardians that 

come with the kids. We’ve also seen God working in each of us 

personally. When sessions get cancelled or only a few of the students 

show up, we’re learning to trust that God knows who needs to be 

there and when, and rest on the fact that we have prayed diligently 

for each and every one of them. It is God at work in His own time and 

His own way – not necessarily dependent on how much time we 

personally spend with them. We do our best with what He places in 

front of us to do and trust Him with the rest. God is good! 

We were also been trailer hunting! We have been taking our time 

looking for the right one, but we hope to have one to pull up into the 

car show soon. We’re also looking at summer and praying over the 

best plans for that time period. 
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So many awesome things happened in May!! We continued to see 

deeper connections happening with the parents, and even got to 

share the plan of salvation with a few of them! A pair of girls that 

have been coming for awhile asked about how the world was 

made, and so we brought out an illustrated storybook bible to 

read. They enjoyed it so much that we bought some for them to 

send home! I can’t tell you what an amazing blessing it is to see 

little girls excited about taking bibles home. We did get some 

bittersweet news: we found out that one of the girls in foster care 

who attended sessions is being permanently adopted by a family 

member. This is, of course, WONDERFUL news for her – but it’s sad 

news for us since it means she will be moving away. We prayed 

continually for God’s direction over her placement and future, 

though, so we’re confident that she is where He wants her to be. 

And… we got our trailer!!! God lead us to exactly the type of trailer 

we wanted for an amazing price. We plan on bringing it to the car 

show soon! 

We decided to take summer off of sessions this summer to focus on training and refocusing what we do. All of 

us are also very involved in our church’s summer activities, so we thought it was prudent to take time off and not stretch 

ourselves thin. We also had some great new volunteers start up to help with general maintenance around the ranch. 

Also some of our session families came out for a fun pool day at the ranch! 

July was very similar to June, spent focusing on tuning up the horses and planning and praying about fall. 
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?

Our entire team works other jobs to support themselves and makes 

time to serve our kids and community through the Ranch. We 

believe in what this ranch does for our kids, their families, and our 

community. We also believe that God has been good to us in 

providing for our every need! Not once in our short history have we 

gone without or been concerned that we wouldn’t have enough to 

provide for our horses and our kids. If it’s on your heart to provide 

financially, here’s how you can help: 

• $35 gets a horse’s hooves trimmed 

• $100 buys two weeks of hay 

• $200 feeds a horse for a month 

• $500 feeds two horses, and helps keep the lights on and the 

grounds groomed around here 

 

Monthly Support: As we grow, we have increasing financial 

needs. Keeping our facility beautiful takes effort, and it’s our long-

term dream to have paid full-time staff. Please prayerfully consider 

investing in your community and the mission of Rapha Ranch on a 

monthly basis! 

 

 

Want to give your time? 
Send us an email or a Facebook message and we can send a volunteer application your way! 

 

Do you know of a child that could be a part of this ministry? 
Contact us via email, Facebook message, or phone! 

 

 

Facebook.com/RaphaRanchMinistries  ○  RaphaRanchMinistries@gmail.com 
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